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Making British gardens great

The Round Timber
Gazebo Collection
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We believe your garden is somewhere you should be able to take a 
little time out – a space to escape and a place to entertain.

Whether you dream of a simple peaceful moment with a well-earned 
glass of wine and a good book, a leisurely meal outside with the family 

or hosting that amazing al-fresco party. A Gazebo from 
Forest Garden can turn your dreams into reality.

Not only are our high quality Gazebos hand built, our team of 
expert fitters will also install in your garden, so making 

your outdoors great couldn’t be easier.

Eat, entertain and enjoy the 
outside whatever the weather.

Outdoor
Living 
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Garden Gazebos
Hexagonal

Step 1 Choose your roof type 

Country Thatch

Highest quality natural 
South African reed thatch is 
layered around the roof for a 
classically finished Gazebo.
All our Country Thatch 
Gazebos come with a heavy 
duty, weather-proof lining, 
which is available in a choice 
of 3 colours. See page 16. 

Western Red Cedar shingles 
are hand cut to size and fitted 
around the roof – placed on 
top of a water-proof Tricoya 
lining. The tiles are red in 
colour and give the Gazebo 
an elegant, contemporary 
look.

We offer a range of accessories and colour choices to provide the perfect finishing touches to 
your Gazebo. See page 16 for full details.

Pressure treated softwood is 
formed into a Log Lap roof 
structure and placed on top 
of a water-proof Tricoya lining, 
giving the Gazebo a simple, 
elegant and cost effective 
finish.

Traditional 
Timber

New England 
Cedar

We manufacture and hand build a range of Gazebos to suit every size and style of garden at 
our sawmill and workshop in the heart of rural Worcestershire. All our Gazebos are made from 
kiln dried, pressure treated round timber, which has an attractive smooth sanded finish.

Simply choose the size and style that best suits you and add on your chosen accessories to 
complete your dream garden building.

We offer a choice of three roof types, each of which will give your Gazebo a different look and 
feel when finished.

Our Hexagonal Garden Gazebos are available in 4 sizes, simply choose the one that best suits 
your space. See the product pages for an indication of how many people they seat.

Step 2 Choose your size

Step 3 Choose your accessories

Bench Seats Table Cushions
Curtains & 

Turn Buttons

All our Hexagonal Garden Gazebos 
come with
• 150mm diameter Round Timber uprights 

• Attractive powder coated corner braces

• Solid and balustrade infill panels

• Timber deck base

• Delivery

• Installation

3m 3.6m 4m 4.7m
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3033mm

Garden Gazebos
Hexagonal

With a choice of 4 sizes, from the compact and elegant 3m to the spacious 
4.7m, there’s one for every size of garden. Smaller models offer a sanctuary, an 
ideal shady spot during long hot days, or even a shelter during the odd summer 
shower. Larger models provide plenty of room for al-fresco dining and make the 
ultimate venue for entertaining friends and family. Whichever size you choose a 
Forest Garden Gazebo will provide a stunning focal point for your garden.

3m Hexagonal 
Garden Gazebo

At 3m wide, this Gazebo is compact whilst still creating 
a striking garden feature. With 5 bench seats (available 
as accessories) it can accommodate up to 10 adults (or 
12 children). It’s the perfect spot to escape to and grab a 
moment’s peace. 

3m  Country Thatch   HGG3MCT
3m  New England Cedar  HGG3MNEC
3m  Traditional Timber   HGG3MTT

3092mm 3092mm

3304mm

2075mm
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At the larger 3.6m size, this Gazebo offers more room and 
is a great space for outdoor dining – perfect for making the 
most of the weather and moving family mealtimes outside. 
With 5 bench seats and a table available as accessories, it can 
comfortably accommodate up to 10 adults (or 14 children).

4m Hexagonal 
Garden Gazebo

If size is what you’re after then the 4m Gazebo makes a beautiful outdoor space. With 5 bench 
seats (available as accessories) it comfortably seats up to 15 adults (or 20 children). This really 
will make an impressive addition to any garden - providing the perfect location for that al-fresco 
party or summer soiree.3.6m  Country Thatch   HGG36MCT

3.6m  New England Cedar  HGG36MNEC
3.6m  Traditional Timber   HGG36MTT

4m  Country Thatch   HGG4MCT
4m  New England Cedar  HGG4MNEC
4m  Traditional Timber   HGG4MTT

3.6m Hexagonal 
Garden Gazebo

3136mm
3235mm

3590mm 3590mm

3777mm

4070mm 4070mm

4257mm

2076mm
1896mm
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Our largest hexagonal Gazebo measures 4.7m and provides the grandest of structures, bringing the 
inside outdoors. It is perfect as an extra room in the garden or will make a dramatic centrepiece for 
a commercial venture. Ideal for events and functions as well as an outdoor classroom. With 5 bench 
seats (available as accessories), it comfortably seats up to 19 adults (or 24 children).

Oval Gazebos
Premium Gazebos
Oval

Choose your roof type 

All our Premium Oval Gazebos are made of kiln dried, pressure treated round timber which 
has an attractive smooth sanded finish. The base is still Hexagonal but the stretched middle 
section gives an overall Oval impression. They are available in either 5.1m or 6m width and 
really do provide the ultimate in garden buildings.

Our Premium Oval Gazebos also come with Bench Seats and Cushions as optional accessories, 
please see page 16 for details.

Our Premium Oval Gazebos are available with a choice of 2 roof types.

Western Red Cedar shingles 
are hand cut to size and fitted 
around the roof – placed on 
top of a water-proof Tricoya 
lining. The tiles are red in 
colour and give the Gazebo an 
elegant, contemporary look.

Pressure treated softwood is 
formed into a unique Log Lap 
structure and placed on top 
of a water-proof Tricoya lining.  
Giving the Gazebo a simple, 
elegant and cost effective 
finish.

Traditional 
Timber

New England 
Cedar

All our Premium Oval 
Gazebos come with

• 150mm Diameter Round 

Timber uprights

• Attractive powder coated 

corner braces 

• Solid and balustrade infill 

panels

• Timber deck base

• Delivery 

• Installation

4.7m Hexagonal 
Garden Gazebo

4.7m  Country Thatch   HGG47MCT
4.7m  New England Cedar  HGG47MNEC
4.7m  Traditional Timber   HGG47MTT

3368mm

4712mm 4712mm

4898mm

1896mm
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If you’re after a different type of Gazebo with even more space, then our beautifully made 
Premium Oval Gazebos could be the answer. With a distinctive style, huge amounts of space 
and an affordable price tag, these could be just what you’re looking for. They’re also perfect 
for more commercial developments and have been installed in schools, sports clubs, hotels, 
restaurants and wedding venues. These buildings are completely versatile and can be furnished 
according to your needs and tastes, 7 bench seats are also available as an optional accessory.

5.1m  New England Cedar  POG51MNEC
5.1m  Traditional Timber   POG51MTT

6m  New England Cedar  POG6MNEC
6m  Traditional Timber   POG6MTT

3150mm

3382mm

5109mm

5273mm

5109mm

6081mm

6243mm

6081mm

1896mm

1889mm

5.1m Premium 
Oval Gazebo

6m Premium 
Oval Gazebo

Can seat up to 22 adults (or 29 children).

Can seat up to 27 adults (or 34 children).
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Oval Gazebos
Garden Gazebos
Square

Choose your roof type 

Western Red Cedar shingles 
are hand cut to size and fitted 
around the roof – placed on 
top of a water-proof Tricoya 
lining. The tiles are red in 
colour and give the Gazebo a 
contemporary, elegant look.

Pressure treated softwood is 
formed into a Log Lap roof 
structure and placed on top 
of a water-proof Tricoya lining. 
Giving the Gazebo a simple, 
elegant and cost effective 
finish.

Traditional 
Timber

New England 
Cedar

We have designed a Square Garden Gazebo which provides the perfect setting for a hot tub or 
spa. At 3.5 x 3.5m it’s perfectly proportioned to fit most sizes of spa. As well as being an elegant 
feature, made with pressure treated, smooth sanded round timber, the Gazebo also offers shelter, 
protection for your spa and privacy for you. Depending on how you wish to set up your spa this 
model is available with or without a timber base.

Our Square Garden Gazebos are available with a choice of 2 roof types.

For added privacy and shelter the Square Garden Gazebo is also available with Drop Down Curtains 
in a range of colours – see page 16 for details.

All our Square Garden 
Gazebos come with

• 150mm diameter Round 

Timber uprights

• Attractive powder coated 

corner braces 

• Balustrade infill panels on 3 

sides

• Delivery 

• Installation

3.5m  New England Cedar  SGG3MNECNB
3.5m  Traditional Timber   SGG3MTTNB

3.5m  New England Cedar  SGG35MNEC
3.5m  Traditional Timber   SGG35MTT

3170mm

3170mm

3502mm

3502mm

3671mm

3671mm

3502mm

1945mm

1945mm

With
Base

Without
Base
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Accessories

Tables

Roof Lining

Cushions

Drop Curtains
Bench Seats

Hand made out of pressure treated softwood, our Gazebo tables are 
designed to fit perfectly in the Hexagonal Garden Gazebo you’ve 
selected – making al-fresco dining a delight.

Hand made out of pressure treated softwood, our Gazebo bench seats 
are specially designed to exactly fit the size of your gazebo, lining all 
sides. Please see individual product page for a guide as to how many 
they seat.

3m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Table
HGG3MTBL

3.6m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Table
HGG36MTBL

3m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Bench Seats
Set of 5 HGG3MBS

3.6m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Bench Seats
Set of 5 HGG36MBS

4m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Bench Seats
Set of 5 HGG4MBS

3m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo Cushions 
(Set of 5 seats & 5 backs)
Green HGG3MCUSG
Terracotta  HGG3MCUST
Cream HGG3MCUSC

3.6m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo Cushions 
(Set of 5 seats & 5 backs)
Green HGG36MCUSG
Terracotta  HGG36MCUST
Cream HGG36MCUSC

4m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo Cushions 
(Set of 5 seats & 5 backs)
Green HGG4MCUSG
Terracotta  HGG4MCUST
Cream HGG4MCUSC

3m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo Curtains (Set of 5)
Green HGG3MCURTG
Terracotta  HGG3MCURTT
Cream HGG3MCURTC

3.6m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo Curtains (Set of 5)
Green HGG36MCURTG
Terracotta  HGG36MCURTT
Cream HGG36MCURTC

4m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo Curtains (Set of 5)
Green HGG4MCURTG
Terracotta  HGG4MCURTT
Cream HGG4MCURTC

4.7m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo Curtains (Set of 5)
Green HGG47MCURTG
Terracotta  HGG47MCURTT
Cream HGG47MCURTC

3m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Country Thatch Roof Lining
Green HGG3MCTRLG
Terracotta HGG3MCTRLT
Cream HGG3MCTRLC

3.6m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Country Thatch Roof Lining
Green HGG36MCTRLG
Terracotta  HGG36MCTRLT
Cream HGG36MCTRLC

For added comfort and the perfect finish, we also sell 3inch deep, custom 
made cushions. Designed to fit the benches, each set comes with seat 
and back cushions which are made from quality outdoor canvas.

Available in the same 3 colours as the cushions, our curtains add 
the finishing touch to your building. Made of acrylic fabric used 
in the marine environment, they are ideal for the outdoors being 
water repellent and fade resistant. They will provide protection 
from both water and heat. Simply roll up and secure to let light in 
or roll down and secure with neat turn keys. 

All our Country Thatch Gazebos come with 
a hard wearing, weather-proof roof lining 
included in the price. Not only does this provide 
an attractive finish when sitting inside the 
Gazebo it also makes the roof shower-proof.

4.7m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Bench Seats
Set of 5 HGG47MBS

5.1m Premium Oval Gazebo 
Bench Seats
Set of 7 POG51MBS

6m Premium Oval Gazebo Bench 
Seats
Set of 7 POG6MBS

4m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Table
HGG4MTBL

4.7m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Table
HGG47MTBL 

4m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Country Thatch Roof Lining
Green HGG4MCTRLG
Terracotta  HGG4MCTRLT
Cream HGG4MCTRLC

4.7m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo 
Country Thatch Roof Lining
Green HGG47MCTRLG
Terracotta  HGG47MCTRLT
Cream HGG47MCTRLC

4.7m Hexagonal Garden Gazebo Cushions 
(Set of 5 seats & 5 backs)
Green HGG47MCUSG
Terracotta  HGG47MCUST
Cream HGG47MCUSC

5.1m Premium Oval Gazebo Cushions 
(Set of 7 seats & 7 backs)
Green POG51MCUSG
Terracotta  POG51MCUST
Cream POG51MCUSC

6m Premium Oval Gazebo Cushions
(Set of 7 seats & 7 backs)
Green POG6MCUSG
Terracotta  POG6MCUST
Cream POG6MCUSC

5.1m Premium  Oval Gazebo Curtains (Set of 7)
Green POG51MCURTG
Terracotta  POG51MCURTT
Cream POG51MCURTC

6m Premium Oval Gazebo Curtains (Set of 7)
Green POG6MCURTG
Terracotta  POG6MCURTT
Cream POG6MCURTC

3.5m Square Garden Gazebo Curtains (Set of 4)
Green SGG35MCURTG
Terracotta  SGG35MCURTT
Cream SGG35MCURTC

Available in 3 colours

Available in 3 colours

Available in 3 colours


